SENSE is coming!
SENSE – Survey of Entering Student Engagement. From the Center for Community
College Student Engagement. College of the Mainland administers the SENSE in the
Fall term of even years. That means Fall 2016!
Administration of SENSE
of Institutional Research (IR). IR appreciates your cooperation and assistance in making
this survey a success. If you are interested in assisting with in-class survey administration please contact Cheryl Young
(cyoung1@com.edu or x8232). IR will conduct survey administration training in groups (with refreshments), but can also
meet with you individually if you are not able to attend a group training session.
The SENSE is administered early in the Fall term to evaluate the early experiences of students with the college. By focusing
institutional practices that impact those experiences as well as to monitor improvement over time. The SENSE primarily
SENSE
student success classes. SENSE administration takes about 50 minutes.
sons with similar institutions as well as national norms, providing a benchmark of comparison.

What IR Can Do For You
Engaging in Effective Planning
As a new academic year begins it is vital to have a well thought out plan for the direction of all units, departments, or
Goals that support the goals and vision of
Objectives that support those Goals, and concrete Tasks that will help accomplish
both. Thinking beyond meeting the thresholds of standard operations – consider how the unit can stretch itself to grow and
meet new levels of achievement.
While formulating these Goals and Objectives, it is important to consider what the end result
will be. What will indicate success? What kind of data would support reporting that success
and how will it be tracked? As the year progresses how can progress towards goals be assessed
– are you on track to achieve your goals or do adjustments need to be made?
Would you like some assistance in creating your unit plan and setting appropriate Goals,
Objectives, and Tasks? IR would be happy to consult with your department as well as show
Remember - when planning be SMART!

M - Measurable
A - Actionable
R - Realistic
T - Timebound

Did You Know?
In Spring 2016 IR conducted a free pilot of CoursEvalTM as a potential new tool for course evaluations. The pilot was
conducted on a portion of courses being evaluated and was extremely successful, with more than 20% higher response
rate than the courses evaluated with the old system and positive feedback from students and instructors. Over the
Summer terms IR implemented a full pilot on all courses with continuing gains in response rate.
CoursEvalTM
and speed.
Students receive direct emails when course evaluations are available to complete with clickable links directly to the
system. Additionally, students are sent automatic reminders about evaluations not completed before the evaluations
close. Technologically agnostic and integrated into Blackboard, CoursEvalTM is accessible from any smart-phone, tablet,
computer and has no browser restrictions.
Faculty will also benefit from this new system. Faculty will receive email notifications
when their class evaluations are available and can see their response rates in real time.
Two days after grades have been posted faculty will be able to log into the system and
see reports with the results of their evaluations. Reports are only made available if at
least five students have completed the course evaluation. Self-created reports are also
possible as well as longitudinal comparisons.
Other features IR will be implementing over time include: department, course, class, or
evaluations.
Have any questions or want one-on-one or small group training on how to utilize
CoursEvalTM for your needs? Feel free to contact IR and we will be happy to assist you!
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Achieving the Dream
Achieving the Dream (ATD) is a national initiative that focuses on evidence-based institutional improvement of community colleges. COM became a part of the ATD initiative in
2006 and was designated a Leader College in 2011. The focus of ATD is student success and
completion, with special dedication to disadvantaged populations. One valuable resource
of ATD is annual visits from ATD Coaches – higher education experts who serve as special
and observation of other community colleges. COM’s ATD coaches will be making a site
visit October 5th - 6th.
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